
Dear Principal, councillor’s pastors and health and well being 
officers,

Angels Hope has been given the opportunity to give these resources 
for free because of the generosity of your local community because 
they realise that the schools cannot do this alone. We hope each 
year to give you a presentation that can be delivered to your 
students that can help create awareness about the damaging effects 
of bullying. The guide for teens and tweens are suitable for parents 
to work alongside their child/children and the teachers guide can be 
done in sections as we have found through first hand experience 
success stories by using only the can of worms as an example. In the 
future we will be doing a short film and short messages from the 
celebrities that can give the students can hear from another voice 
example Jeff Fenech three times world champion talking about one 



punch and anti-violence. In return all we wish is for you to promote 
our website to give students another avenue to speak up.

Angels Hope has partnered with Magic Tools for Life Pty Ltd.  We
endorse this product and believe it to be very beneficial in preventing
ongoing bullying in our schools and community and fit in with current
school curriculum in primary and secondary health  and well  being
strands which the ACARA personally said it is a very good product
but they do not endorse any resources.

Magic tools to overcome bullying and other stressful stuff is a stand-
alone book for kids and families and also has an extensive, easy–to-
use program for schools and youth groups.  It provides the foundation
for children to learn key life skills that will follow them throughout
adulthood.

Teens and Tweens discover the secret:

 Why they attract bullying and negative events into their lives

 How to reclaim their self-esteem and feel truly empowered

 How to create harmonious, happy relationships

 A myriad of tools to respond to negative situations and build resilience

 How to take control, feel happy and inspired, ready to live life to the full!



Benefits to teachers, professions and parents:

 40 flexible, ready to use lesson plans with activity sheets & posters

 Creates a sense of harmony and empowerment in the class/group/home

 Builds a common and positive language for all

 Promotes healthy choices, self and mutual respect

 A one-stop-shop for Health & Wellbeing Curriculum strands

At this stage the Angels Hope and Magic Tools pack involves 
the following:

·  Posters,

· Inspirational music, u-tube songs that students can relate too (bullying) 

· Schools, parents, professionals guidance book and eBooks

· Television advertising 

· Our deceased ambassador story www.angels4olivia.org.au

Links to u-tube

        Unkle Adams – Stronger

       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkaxbaX1WAE
     Chloe Cunningham a current affair

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6i2dlIxAjE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdo_dZay854&feature=youtu.be

    Kindest regards,

   Reuben Cunningham

  Co-Founder of Angel’s Hope
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